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Utmost Attention to Detail Creates
High-End, Low-Maintenance Cedar Siding Solution
A natural cedar replacement for the hardboard market, Grayne Engineered Shake & Shingleincorporates
every luxurious detail of cedar shingles. This enables Grayne to deliver all the warmth and ambience of real
cedar, without the costly maintenance.
The 5" plain sawn shingle’s sharply defined edges and grain patterns create realistic depth and shadows.
As natural cedar ages, the light, thicker grain and dark, thinner grain have distinct color differences. To
deliver this authentic multihued, aged cedar appearance, Grayne utilizes a proprietary coating process.
Another benefit of this process is that Grayne’s unique palette, available in 6 popular colors, bypasses the
3 to 5 year natural cedar weathering process to deliver the perfect aged color from the day it’s installed. In
addition, its grain texture is visible from every angle. The deep keyways create pronounced shadows, which
make a bold statement up close and from the curb.
An engineered composite, Grayne features a high-performance weather-resistant cap, which resists
moisture absorption. Unlike cedar shingles, it will never cup, curl, crack or split and never needs painting. It
can also easily replace or complement fiber cement or engineered wood siding.
Fast and easy to install, its cavity back design allows for airflow behind the panel, saving time and money
versus installing on wooden laths. To deliver the most genuine look, Grayne’s patent pending dual offset
installation method enables the shingle siding to be easily installed in the same layout as natural cedar. This
also prevents keyway stacks.
Extremely durable, Grayne holds a Class 1A Fire Rating, exceeds the 170MPH wind load rating and is
certified by Florida Building Code and Texas Department of Insurance. It comes with a 50/5 year limited
warranty (50 years against manufacturing defects, 5 years on labor).
For the upscale look without the maintenance worries, today’s cedar shingle solution is Grayne.
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Which color is right for you?

Cape Grey - A popular choice in East Coast saltbox

Ridge Moss - This green grey shade has a calming,

homes, you can’t go wrong with Cape Grey for a

tranquil feel for any home, especially those near

nautical look. On the other end of the scale, it’s also

water.

a classic neutral shade, and can lend a look of sleek
glamour to your home.

Autumn Shade - Brown subtlety signifies security

Aspen Brown - For a natural feel in tune with nature,

and stability. This light neutral is a relaxing, timeless

brown is a solid choice. It also blends well with trees

choice for any home.

and other foliage.

Lakeside Blue - An ideal color for every style from

Homestead Red - This distinctive red warms

Colonial to Queen Anne to Craftsman, Lakeside Blue

up your home and makes a bold, yet welcoming

can serve as a neutral with its gray tones. Pair it with

statement to visitors. It helps homes stand out

bright shutters for a dramatic pop of color.

beautifully in a neighborhood.
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Photo Caption:
Enjoy the authentic look of cedar
shingles without the time-consuming
costly maintenance with Grayne
Engineered Shake and Shingle.

About The Tapco Group
Grayne Engineered Shake and Shingle are products of The Tapco Group®, a U.S. Green Building Council
member. For more information, call 888-289-1169 or visit Grayne.com A leading provider of easy to install,
premium innovative interior and exterior products, The Tapco Group has served the building industry since
1961, specializing in the manufacturing of siding, decking, trim, tool systems, egress systems, shutters and
siding accessories. The products combine versatile application, durability, vast color palettes and uncommon
authenticity to exceed the expectations of contractors and homeowners. The Tapco Group – Genuinely Better
Building Products™.

